1. Place Tabletop Stand on a Flat Surface.

2. Slide Power Supply between the two Velcro® tabs on rear deck of the caddy.

3. With Power Supply in place, fold over the Velcro® tabs and tightly secure the Power Supply in place.

4. Store the power supply cord by sliding into the space between power supply and the front panel of the caddy (as shown).

5. Place Adview on to caddy, carefully aligning the 3 holes on the unit with the 3 holes on the caddy. Using the thumb screws, secure the rear panel of the Adview to the caddy.

6. a. Connect the power supply to the BP module (as shown).
   b. Connect the power supply to an AC main power source. The device will turn on automatically.

   Before using the device, fully charge the battery for eight hours.